The experimentally predicted narrowing in the bandwidth of sodium is i the non-local self-energy effect on quasi-particle energies of the electron li energy correction is a monotonically increasing function of the wavenumber analysis of photo-emission experiments assumes the final state energies on electronlike model and hence it incorrectly ascribes the non-local self-energy corr energies to the occupied state energies, thus leading to a seeming narrow PACS numbers: 71.10Ca, 71.20.Dg
Sodium is the most suitable metal for testing the validity of a manyelectron liquid at metallic densities since it is almost free from band structure c angle-resolved photo-emission experiments Plummer and his co-workers [1, 2] possibility that the occupied energy-band of sodium might be remarkablely n comparison with the usual value of nearly-free-electron theory.
A number of authors attempted to interpret the band narrowing of sodium in terms of the many-bo occupied band using the GW approxmation or its modifications which allow fo corrections after the manner of Hubbard. The definite answer to this problem has not y spite of all these efforts. In this letter we give a clear explanation of why the b observed to be narrower in photo-emission experiments, based on the accurat selfenergy operator for the electron liquid. We think that the photo-emission sodium, if correctly interpreted, may support our assertion that the bandwidth of the somewhat broadened under the influence of electron-electron interactions.
Energy and momentum conservation in photo-emission experiments of soli
where hω is the incoming photon energy; ε i and ε f are the initial and final respectively; the final state momentum p f can differ from the initial stat by reciprocal lattice vectors G of solids. The occupied energy-band of sodium has been determined on the basic assumption that the final state energies may be id freeelectron-like model, i. e., ε f =h 2 (p+G) 2 /2m or its simple modifications in t emission experiments. In this paper we thoroughly consider sodium as an in liquid perturbed by a very weak pseudo-potential rather than a non-interact this 2 case the initial and the final state energies are defined as the quasi-par uniform electron liquid and hence the energy conservation relation is given as
where E(p) denotes the quasi-particle energy of the electron liquid and dif electron energy ε p =h 2 p 2 /2m by the wavenumber-dependent self-energy correction Re
We shall begin with a detailed discussion on the wavenumber-dependence correction.
The self-energy operator can be rigorously expressed as follo [8] . The summation over n can b
The replacement of G with G 0 in the functional probably will be tolerable e description of the coupling between plasmons and multi-pair excitations. Such a coupli the accurate evaluation of the self-energy function around p=p F +q c and ε=ε p According to the present theory, the slope of the self-energy correcti gradually steepened with increasing r s in the off Fermi sphere region, whil 6 over the entire range of metallic densities in the Slater-approximation-li the calculated virtual bandwidth correspondiong to the experimental bandwidth, density level of sodium, is much less narrowed for r s =2.0 and on the contra narrowed for r s =5.0. This is consistent with the experimental results of aluminum ( potassium (r s =4.87) [10] , though the quasi-particle energies of these metal by the crystal potential than those of sodium.
In conclusion, for the quantitative determination of the occupied en metals the usual assumption that the final state energies may be identified on th like model requires reconsideration from a many-body theoretic point of view. T of course applies to transition metals like nickel. In order to interpret a experiments of metals one must then rely on the Dyson's equation which enab non-local self-energy effect on quasi-particle states since the Kohn-Sham e construction cannot describe such a non-local effect on both the initial an highly desirable that the final state energies be absolutely identified by other combined with photoelectron spectroscopy [11] . 
